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Jan, Jacob, Nicolai, welcome and congratulations

What are the challenges (and opportunities) right

on your recent admission to Multilaw! What are you

now? Are you noticing any new trends?

looking forward to or hoping to achieve most as
members in the years ahead?

Jacob:
Working from home is something we will see more of
going forward. It has in many situations shown to

Nicolai:
Thank you so much! We are of course very pleased
to be a part of a global quality network of leading law
firms. We strive to be an active member and want to
build a close international working relationship with the
Multilaw members. We do a lot of cross-border work,
so of course we look forward to dialogue and sharing
expertise across different jurisdictions.

positively impact different aspects such as productivity
and flexibility. However, we hear from employees (and
ourselves) that they miss their authentic (non-work)
interactions with colleagues. And in some work-related
matters it just works better face to face. So there is
definitely also a social dimension to it that needs to be
considered.
Nicolai:

Jan:
We constantly find that our clients face international
opportunities and challenges, and with our membership
we now have an even better opportunity to draw on
the skills and knowledge of some of the best lawyers
around the world, thus ensuring our clients quick access
to high-quality counseling abroad. And then of course
we look forward to providing second to none legal
assistance from a Danish perspective to other members
of the network.

In general, the lock-down also contributed much more
to the digital transformation than any other development
has before. The adoption of new technology has
accelerated — and primarily because it was needed if
anyone wanted to continue their business. And we will
keep moving forward in this area — also when it comes
to legal-tech, which we’ve been working on developing
for the last couple of years.
What are the firm’s aims in the coming year?

The firm has a very long and distinguished history.
What does it mean to be Denmark’s oldest law firm?

Jan:
We aim to continue developing and growing our firm
in the coming year, while at the same time adapting to

Jacob:
Mazanti was established in 1853 and being the oldest
law firm in Denmark is of course an important part of who
Mazanti is — however it’s not at all an adequate account
of who we are as a firm. Today, we are one of Denmark’s
larger law firms representing numerous Danish and
international business clients. And we often say that
even though we are Denmark’s oldest law firm, we don’t
linger in the past. We’re still around because we always
think ahead, keep evolving and plan for the future – both
for our clients and for ourselves. This, combined with

this new form of reality that the Covid-19 situation has
caused. We have proactively connected with our clients
in this special situation, and for many their business
context has shifted dramatically. The coming year will
continue to be affected by uncertainty as a result of this
global health-crisis. In this situation, as in every other,
we of course aim to continue providing our clients with
advice that adds value.
What would you be if you were not lawyers?

our long history, is also one of the reasons why we don’t

Jan:

just have clients, but long and meaningful relations.

I have previously worked within shipping for over 13
years before returning and becoming a partner at

What sets your firm apart?

Mazanti. I’ve held management positions at A.P. MollerMaersk and Norfolkline BV, so if I wasn’t an attorney, I

Nicolai:

believe I would be working within shipping.

I think we would highlight our way of working. We
provide high-end services in competition with the largest

Jacob:

law firms in Denmark and believe that our high degree of

If I hadn’t become a lawyer, I think I would be either a

partner attention sets us apart. From day one our clients

chef or some sort of scientist working within bioscience.

are always assigned one dedicated senior partner who
is backed by a team of relevant specialists depending
on the requirements of the specific case. This allows
clients to maintain close contact to the partner in charge
and still be ensured that their needs are met in the best
possible way in relation to what each case requires.

Nicolai:
I actually started studying for an MBA, and if I hadn’t
shifted to the world of law, I would probably have
headed in that direction instead. However, as a lawyer
who advises primarily larger business clients, those two
areas are highly connected, as business insight is the
key in what we do at Mazanti.

Jacob:
Our partners and associates are represented within five
main areas of expertise — Corporate & Commercial,
Transactions, Real Estate, Dispute Resolution and
Insolvency — and all departments work closely together
to ensure that our clients always receive advice at the
highest level of specialisation — also when the matter
requires specialised advice across different legal areas.

What do you like to do relax/in your spare time?
Jan:
I make sure to visit the gym three times a week. Besides
that, I spend most of my free time in the good company of
my friends and family (I have three children). I also enjoy
playing bridge with old friends from college occasionally.

Jan:

Jacob:

If we are to mention another thing that sets us apart,

In my spare time I enjoy playing bridge with my wife

it would be the Mazanti Transactions team. Mazanti

(without fighting too hard over the course of the game!) I

is the leading law firm in Denmark when it comes to

play tennis and very much enjoy cooking – and preferably

venture capital. We represent numerous Danish and

enjoying the food in the company of my three children,

foreign venture capital funds as well as a large number

wife and good friends.

of early stage companies receiving venture capital
financing. In addition, we represent several the largest

Nicolai:

Danish companies in relation to their venture capital

I spend quite a lot of my free time in the ice rink playing

transactions.

ice hockey. Besides hockey I play Padel Tennis and relax
in the good company of my friends and family.

How would you describe the legal market in Denmark
at the moment?
Jan:
Despite the Covid-19 challenge we would describe

Jan Al-Erhayem | Par tner

the current market as relatively strong. We’ve seen a

jae@mazanti.dk

pending market regarding some practice areas, but
now we’re seeing the activity levels rising again. We
experience an increasing client demand across practice
areas and sectors and our M&A activity has so far not

Education
Master of Law
IMD, Lausanne Managing Corporate Resources

Languages Spoken

slowed down.

Danish, English
Nicolai:
The same goes for our litigation area, and our employment
specialists have been especially busy helping our
clients comply with the regulatory responses, stimulus
programs, compensation packages and general changes

Practice Areas
Corporate
Litigation, Arbitration & Dispute Resolution
Maritime
Private Client

in employment.
Jacob:
Additionally, we have always had a very strong presence
within insolvency. The department have been busy this

Nicolai Jung | Par tner
nju@mazanti.dk

year and, in the light of Covid-19, we expect that they

Education

will continue to be for quite some time.

BSc in Business Administration & Commercial Law
LLM

How has business changed in light of Covid-19?

Languages Spoken
Danish, English

Jan:
In spring and early summer almost everyone at the firm

Practice Areas

was working remotely from home and we initiated a lot

Banking & Finance

of new instructions and guidelines in order to comply

Capital Markets

with the serious situation. And all our employees rose

Corporate

to the challenge and navigated the situation so well.
We started to emerge from the total lockdown in the
summer, where more and more employees returned to

Litigation, Arbitration & Dispute Resolution
Project Finance
Real Estate

the office with clear guidelines on safety measures.
Jacob:

Jacob Monberg | Par tner

We’ve been fortunate and have mainly had to handle the

jmo@mazanti.dk

operational challenges in terms of remote working and
expanding further our digital operations. We are very
grateful that we have not been in a situation where we
needed to make any cuts.

Education
European Young Lawyer’s Course
Kings College, London

Languages Spoken
Danish, English

Practice Areas
Banking & Finance
Corporate
Maritime
Project Finance
Tax

THE FIRM
Founded in 1853, Mazanti-Andersen Korsø Jensen is Denmark’s oldest law firm – but that
doesn’t mean it lingers in the past. Today it is among the largest law firms in Denmark, serving
Danish and international business clients across the spectrum of legal practice areas, including
Corporate/M&A, Real Estate, Bankruptcy and Restructuring, Banking and Finance together
with Litigation and Arbitration.
The firm has long and meaningful relations with clients, who are assigned one dedicated senior
adviser with a team of relevant specialists behind them. The team guide clients quickly and
efficiently through the legal landscape, “no matter how complex your case turns out to be”. The
lead partner allocated to a project will always be in charge of a project and obtain input from
other specialist departments.
Mazanti is the leading law firm in Denmark when it comes to venture capital transactions. It
represents numerous Danish and foreign venture capital funds as well as a large number of
early-stage companies receiving venture capital financing. It also represents a number of the
largest Danish companies in relation to their capital venture transactions.
In addition to its work as trusted advisers to corporations, the firm also has a long and proud
tradition within litigation and arbitration, counting prominent lawyers that have represented –
and won – some of the biggest cases in Danish history.
Locations: Copenhagen, Odense
Number of partners: 29
Number of associate partners: 8
Number of associates/other lawyers: 30+
Other staff: 60+

VISIT WEBSITE

PRACTICE
AREAS
Corporate & Commercial

Denmark’s most complicated and high-profile cases

Whether within shipping, IT, tax, or everyday operations,

under its belt, Mazanti has become one of the pre-

Mazanti

specialist

eminent firms in the country to advise on similar cases.

attorneys. Each has an individual, specific focus area,

Specialists work in interdisciplinary teams and draw

advising clients on matters ranging from contracts to

on relevant expertise from other legal areas, while the

legislative changes, both nationally and beyond borders.

partner in charge of the case always remains clients’

Taking a holistic approach to cases, and with knowledge

main contact and maintain overall responsibility.

has

some

of

Denmark’s

best

and competencies across multiple industries, the
firm’s specialists are organised under the Corporate &
Commercial umbrella, ensuring a competent and efficient
process for clients. The Corporate & Commercial team
covers: banking and finance; competition; corporate
law; employment law; franchising and distribution;
gaming;

insurance;

intellectual

property;

IT;

life

sciences; marketing; media & entertainment; shipping
and transportation; succession law; tax and VAT.

Team advisory expertise includes: arbitration; litigation;
mediation; professional liability and white-collar criminal
matters.

Real Estate
Mazanti offers advice on all real estate matters, for
example rent legislation, transactions in relation to
real estate and/or real-estate companies, financing,
construction law, project development, environmental
law, and planning law. The firm assists with the

Transactions
With 150+ years of transactions experience, clients
receive advice that is both legally and commercially valuecreative and solution-oriented. Team expertise includes:
M&A, structured auction processes and other private
equity transactions; merger control; due diligence; legal
and commercial assessment of transactions including
risk management; negotiation and preparation of
documents; structuring and establishment of PE funds
and venture funds; structuring and establishment of
corporate venture entities; venture capital investments;
structure and establishment of mutual funds, UCITS
funds, etc.; regulatory matters regarding PE funds,
venture funds and managers; stock listings/IPOs; public
takeover bids and other capital market transactions;
fintech, ICOs and regulatory conditions; joint ventures
and strategic alliances; acquisition financing and other
financing; corporate law advice and governance and
transactions involving regulated entities.

development of new projects and long-term projects in
relation to existing properties in all types of real estate,
including hotels, industrial properties, and residential
properties, both for property owners and property
users. The Real Estate team covers: Construction Law;
Environmental Law; Project development; Property
Transactions and Rent Legislation.

Insolvency & Estate Administration
Mazanti works closely with the most important banks
in Denmark on insolvency cases, and two of the firm
partners are appointed by the Maritime and Commercial
Court as permanent trustees. This means that they are
public representatives in bankruptcy estates and in cases
involving forced liquidation of companies. Additionally,
some partners have been appointed trustees in
numerous major bankruptcy complexes, including the
following: Accumulator Invest / Klaus Riskær Pedersen,
Margarinefabrikken Grønvang, Stones Invest A/S, Erik
Damgaard Portfolio Investor, etc.

Dispute Resolution
Mazanti conducts cases for Danish courts on all levels,

The firm provide legal advice to creditors in all aspects

including the Supreme Court. Additionally, it conducts

of insolvency law, including Bankruptcy; Bankruptcy

arbitration cases in the Danish Institute of Arbitration,

quarantine;

ICC,

Reconstruction.

and

the

Danish

Building

and

Construction

Creditor

Interests;

Estate

Law

and

Arbitration Board among others. Team specialists lead
clients through trials and arbitration cases, ensuring a
cost-efficient and goal-oriented process. With some of

RECENT WORK HIGHLIGHTS
Handling of the first substantial
retail bankruptcy in Denmark due

Advising a biopharmaceutical

to the Covid-19 outbreak with

company on its USD 690 million

successful high-value sale of

follow-on offering on Nasdaq,

business activity through close

New York.

cooperation between the firm’s

Advising on a substantial real
estate transaction concerning
the sale of a large real estate
portfolio to an American private

insolvency, M&A and Corporate &
Commercial teams.
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equity fund.

